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ILA works by allowing a license to be activated in an online manner, and only when the customer actually needs it. It does this by pre-activating a portion of the license on the
system, so that the license can be online-activated for a single use later on. It is tied to the software installation process, and therefore cannot be used for any other licenses that
will later be required. This means that it does not require any modifications to the application that need the license being activated. The license can be activated using one of the
following methods: Starting the deployment from an offline deployment software (i.e. Windows Installer) that is configured to activate licenses on start-up. Using an activate API

from the software. On a system that is configured to send license activation information back to our database during a software installation. Given that our customers heavily rely
on the licensing enforcement capabilities of the operating system, we believe a compromise is warranted. Therefore, we’ve introduced the Incremental License Activation (ILA)

technology, which provides a new activation type called ILA. This type allows customers to activate their licenses as needed, but at the price of some excess overhead that creates
some risks. The one drawback of ILA is that the activation process will be slightly slower than DLLMAK. This can be somewhat mitigated by using ILA with Windows Installer. Also,

our customers may not like the overhead of ILA, as it is a new type of license activation. If you need a volume license activation tool, please consider using DLLMAK
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vlc no longer requires a license to be installed in the windows system.
instead, the user is prompted to either accept or decline the license.

installation will fail if the user cancels the license (if the license is
considered not to be accepted). you are allowed to license copies of your

software by those means as long as the copies are the same as those
licensed by your volume licensing agreement. you are allowed to license
the same copies to multiple end users. you are not allowed to distribute

copies of your software to the public. but you can create copies and
distribute them to anyone you want. the only restriction is that you can

not create copies and distribute them to others without the written
permission of the publisher of the code. your license only covers you, your

employees and contractors. you can not license copies to someone else
unless you have a written agreement or agreement in writing with that
person. that is called a material contract. any other form of licensing is
not binding in any way. you may sublicense the software to a customer.

you can not release the software to the public. a customer may only resell
the software if the customer has purchased a volume license from

microsoft. the customer must obtain a license from microsoft. you can not
sublicense the software to a customer. a customer may only resell the

software if the customer has purchased a volume license from microsoft.
the customer must obtain a license from microsoft. you are allowed to sell
the server media. you are not allowed to resell the server media. you are
allowed to sell the server media with a promise to deliver source code.

but you are not allowed to resell the server media with a promise to
deliver source code. for example, you may sell media or "promise" to

deliver source code when you sell or promise to deliver the media.
however, you may not resell or promise to deliver source code.
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